Program Guide
Week 43
EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS)
Sunday October 18th, 2015
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

NHK World English News - English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news.
(News)

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events. (News)

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

The World Game - Join Lucy Zelic, David Zdrilic and Craig Foster for all the highlights
and previews of the best action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football
world. (An SBS Production) CC

2:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

4:00 pm

FIFA World Cup 2018 Magazine - The latest news and updates in football from around
the world. (Football) CC
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Sunday October 18th, 2015
4:30 pm

Paris-Tours 2015 - The 109th edition of the Paris-Tours will see some of the world's top
cyclists race from Bonneval to Chartres. (Cycling) CC

5:00 pm

Cycling: The Samsung Bike Lane - The Bike Lane showcases the very best in cycling,
from pro tips, to the latest race news, celebrity challenges and gear reviews. Hosted by
Matthew Keenan. (An SBS Production) (Cycling) CC

5:30 pm

Going to War: Napoleon to Hitler - Stealing a March - Packed full of surprising facts
and new perspectives from key historical conflicts to the present day, this series reveals
why plain old nuts-and-bolts logistics beats tactical brilliance and battlefield heroics every
time. This episode deals with one of the greatest military challenges: moving thousands of
men across rivers, continents, and oceans. From the letters of 17th century generals to
the planning behind the D-Day landings, historian Saul David tells the stories of some of
the greatest triumphs and tragedies of military persistence. (From the UK) (Documentary
Series) (Part 2 of 3) (Rpt) PG CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:35 pm

Egypt's Lost Queens - Professor Joann Fletcher explores what it was like to be a woman
of power in ancient Egypt - from the realities and artefacts of everyday life to the
remarkable leadership and influence wielded by women whose levels of freedom were
unique in the ancient world. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **Premiere**

8:35 pm

The Seventies - As America withdraws from Vietnam the country begins to reconcile with
the effects and impact of the war. America seems to go from bad to worse as the country
careers from crisis to crisis. (Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary) (class tba) CC **New
Episode**

10:15 pm

George Harrison: Living In A Material World - Academy Award-winning director Martin
Scorsese traces Harrison's life from his musical beginnings in Liverpool through his life as
a musician, a seeker, a philanthropist and a filmmaker, weaving together interviews with
Harrison and his closest friends, performances, home movies and photographs. With
never before seen or heard footage, this documentary offers a rare glimpse into the mind
and soul of one of the most talented artists of his generation and a profoundly intimate
and affecting work of cinema. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC

11:55 pm

Movie: Vargas: A Dubious Place - A gruesome discovery is made outside a London
cemetery one night – 17 pairs of shoes with a severed foot inside each one. Meanwhile in
Paris, Police Captain Adamsberg discovers a body chopped into so many pieces there is
nothing left of it. Could there be a link between the two? (From France, in French) (Movie)
(2010) (Rpt) M(V, L)

1:40 am

Australia's Secret Heroes - The second episode features the story of Jim Ellwood, a Z
operative sent to Japanese occupied Timor to help form a resistance group. He was
captured and tortured by the Japanese and for the first time in public, he talks candidly
about his harrowing experience. (Part 2 of 3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary)
(Rpt) PG CC
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS)
Sunday October 18th, 2015
2:45 am

Eames: The Architect And The Painter - Charles and Ray Eames were the most
influential modernist designers of their post-war generation and the freshness and purity of
their products means they continue to sell as essential objects in modern homes and
offices. Coming from different disciplines, they set up their design business following their
marriage and quickly became icons of modernism. This film tells their story through
fabulous archives and contributions from the Eames design team and cultural
commentators. (From the US) (Masterpiece) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

4:15 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: gourmet foods in Darwin; a
master barista demonstrates fine coffee making; and a Vietnamese Australian
incorporates indigenous ingredients into his dishes. (An SBS Production) (Food Series)
(Rpt) G CC

4:50 am

SBS Flashback - In 2004 Trish and Ken's wedding was featured on the SBS series
'Everyone Loves a Wedding', which explored multicultural marriages in Australia. Eleven
years later, they tell us about the challenges and joys of building a family and life together.

Monday October 19th, 2015
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

NHK World English News - English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news.
(News)

5:45 am

FIFA U-17 World Cup - Australia V Germany: Live coverage as Australia take on
Germany in the 2015 FIFA U-17 World Cup. (Football) CC **Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality music.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Sunday October 18th, 2015
2:45 am

Eames: The Architect And The Painter - Charles and Ray Eames were the most
influential modernist designers of their post-war generation and the freshness and purity of
their products means they continue to sell as essential objects in modern homes and
offices. Coming from different disciplines, they set up their design business following their
marriage and quickly became icons of modernism. This film tells their story through
fabulous archives and contributions from the Eames design team and cultural
commentators. (From the US) (Masterpiece) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

4:15 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: gourmet foods in Darwin; a
master barista demonstrates fine coffee making; and a Vietnamese Australian
incorporates indigenous ingredients into his dishes. (An SBS Production) (Food Series)
(Rpt) G CC

4:50 am

SBS Flashback - In 2004 Trish and Ken's wedding was featured on the SBS series
'Everyone Loves a Wedding', which explored multicultural marriages in Australia. Eleven
years later, they tell us about the challenges and joys of building a family and life together.

Monday October 19th, 2015
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:15 am

FIFA U-17 World Cup - Australia V Germany: Live coverage as Australia take on
Germany in the 2015 FIFA U-17 World Cup. (Football) CC **Live**

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.
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QUEENSLAND
Sunday October 18th, 2015
2:45 am

Eames: The Architect And The Painter - Charles and Ray Eames were the most
influential modernist designers of their post-war generation and the freshness and purity of
their products means they continue to sell as essential objects in modern homes and
offices. Coming from different disciplines, they set up their design business following their
marriage and quickly became icons of modernism. This film tells their story through
fabulous archives and contributions from the Eames design team and cultural
commentators. (From the US) (Masterpiece) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

4:15 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: gourmet foods in Darwin; a
master barista demonstrates fine coffee making; and a Vietnamese Australian
incorporates indigenous ingredients into his dishes. (An SBS Production) (Food Series)
(Rpt) G CC

Monday October 19th, 2015
4:45 am

FIFA U-17 World Cup - Australia V Germany: Live coverage as Australia take on
Germany in the 2015 FIFA U-17 World Cup. (Football) CC **Live**

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.
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NORTHERN TERRITORY
Sunday October 18th, 2015
2:45 am

Eames: The Architect And The Painter - Charles and Ray Eames were the most
influential modernist designers of their post-war generation and the freshness and purity of
their products means they continue to sell as essential objects in modern homes and
offices. Coming from different disciplines, they set up their design business following their
marriage and quickly became icons of modernism. This film tells their story through
fabulous archives and contributions from the Eames design team and cultural
commentators. (From the US) (Masterpiece) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

Monday October 19th, 2015
4:15 am

FIFA U-17 World Cup - Australia V Germany: Live coverage as Australia take on
Germany in the 2015 FIFA U-17 World Cup. (Football) CC **Live**

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Sunday October 18th, 2015
2:45 am

FIFA U-17 World Cup - Australia V Germany: Live coverage as Australia take on
Germany in the 2015 FIFA U-17 World Cup. (Football) CC **Live**

5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

NHK World English News - English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news.
(News)

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events. (News)

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.
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Monday October 19th, 2015
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Awaken - Anzac: Legend And Legacy - Award winning journalist Stan Grant hosts a one
hour panel show, putting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander issues under the
microscope. (An NITV Production) CC

2:00 pm

Unity: Latin Tribute To Michael Jackson - Fuelled by his relentless commitment, quiet
determination and passionate faith in the loving message behind much of Jackson’s
music, Succar has spent the last four years carefully creating Unity: The Latin Tribute To
Michael Jackson. He overcame seemingly insurmountable obstacles, turning each
roadblock into a stepping stone to take the project to new heights. The groundbreaking
album embodies Jackson’s spirit of harmony and bringing diverse cultures together
through music. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC

3:00 pm

Tracks And Trails - Donegal - Packie Bonner, former Irish soccer goalkeeping great,
returns to his native Donegal for this episode of Tracks and Trails and takes on the
challenging 40km walk over the Bluestack Mountains, accompanied by Inga Bock who
knows every inch of the Bluestacks. They start in Donegal town and move out to the
Ballybofey road along to the shore of Lough Eske before they reach the foothills of the
Bluestacks. Along the way they meet Patsy McNulty, a local man, who explains what the
famous famine pot is. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

3:30 pm

The Spice Trip - Cambodia: Black Pepper - Chef Stevie Parle and spice blender Emma
Grazette travel to Cambodia, where black pepper is considered the king of spices. There
they discover the berries of the pepper vine have much more to offer for cooking at home
than people realise. In Phnom Penh's markets they learn how residents of the ex-French
colony use black pepper on Gallic-influenced street food. Stevie and Emma also create
their own fiery chicken curry, green peppercorn prawns, and a delicious strawberry and
pepper ripple ice cream. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

The Dales With Ade Edmondson - Adrian Edmondson visits Sedbergh, Cumbria, to
meet 16-year-old Sam Roper - the youngest competitor in the gruelling Three Peaks
Cyclo-Cross race - and travels to Gunnerside, Swaledale, where blacksmith Stephen
Calvert shows how the skills of his trade have not changed for generations. Adrian also
talks to musicians Allen Miller, Rod Hall, Sandy Still and Jim Jack of Fourum Folk as a
collection of walking maps created by deceased bandmate Bob Hattersley goes on display
at Richmond's Georgian Theatre. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC
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Monday October 19th, 2015
5:00 pm

Living Black - Living Black presents a special report on Murri boy, Quaden Bayles, who
suffers from a condition that affects 1 in every 25,000 people - Achondroplasia, a type of
dwarfism. When Quaden was three days old, his mother Yarraka and the family were
packing up their hospital room to go home. Doctors told her about his condition but she
refused to believe it. It took years before she came to terms with the news. Now, at four
year’s old, Quaden is only 65cm. During a routine check-up in early April, an MRI scan
revealed his case had deteriorated and doctors decided to keep him in hospital. With rare
access, Living Black travelled to Queensland to speak to his family and doctor’s as they
prepared for Quaden’s emergency surgery. (An NITV/SBS Production) (Rpt) CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Far Eastern Odyssey - Cambodia And Vietnam - One of Britain’s most
revered chefs and successful authors, Rick Stein sets off on an epic culinary journey to
explore the Far East’s most diverse food cultures which have soared to the heights of
popularity the world over. Rick begins his odyssey in Cambodia, a country still recovering
from the regime of the Khmer Rouge. Rick discovers the joys of freshly caught swimmer
crabs cooked with green peppercorns from Kampot, once the king of pepper. He learns
how to cook the most famous dish in the country, fish amok, made with lemongrass and
coconut. He also samples lok lak, an extremely popular and delicious dish made with stirfried strips of marinated beef. (2-part episode) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:35 pm

Dogs: Their Secret Lives – Increasingly man’s best friend is spending more time home
alone, but what goes on when you’re not there? Through hidden cameras and a
groundbreaking new study from the world’s leading dog scientists, we reveal what our
dogs get up to while we’re out. Mark Evans, former chief vet at the RSPCA, investigates
what it all means for the 21st-century dog owner. The series addresses modern-day
issues facing today’s dogs, including obesity, aggression and mental health. (Ep.1) (From
the UK) (Documentary) G CC **New Series Premiere**

8:30 pm

Worst Place To Be A Pilot - Papua New Guinea - In this episode, Captain Sam Quinn
finds himself in the middle of a family dispute as he delivers much needed supplies to a
remote Papuan tribes people. When bows and arrows are drawn he makes a swift exit.
Back at base he comes down with malaria, a disease which could end his flying career, or
even kill him. Captain Guy Richardson is treated like a king as he opens a remote island
runway for the very first time. But when nuts are thrown at his plane he's less than
impressed. Rookie Nick Holmes faces an intense assessment that will decide if he's
allowed to finally get behind the controls of a plane. And when he does, he's lucky he's not
sent back to the UK on the first flight available, as it's clear he needs to make some
dramatic improvements, fast. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC
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Monday October 19th, 2015
9:30 pm

Rise Of The Machines - Mega Truck - Rise of the Machines uses stunning CGI
animation to explode open the world’s biggest haul truck - the Liebherr T284 - to reveal
the extraordinary technology it depends on to complete a high stakes mission in America’s
number one gold mine. Trucker Alice Woods is at the wheel of this metal titan, taller than
a two-story house, and packing the pulling power of a freight train. Together, Alice and her
Mega Truck have just five days to move a mountain of rock and uncover a multi-million
dollar fortune in gold. Can the Mega Truck get Alice and the gold home safe? Only one
thing’s for certain: it’s going to be an extreme ride. (Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary
Series) G CC **New Episode**

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

11:00 pm

Blackout - When council official Daniel Demoys wakes from an alcoholic blackout to find
he has beaten a man to within an inch of his life, he begins a dramatic quest for
redemption. In the final episode, Daniel faces a stark dilemma. Does he confront the dark
forces at work in the political machine, and risk his family's safety? Or does he play the
game and live with the consequences? Stars Christopher Eccleston, Dervla Kirwan and
Ewen Bremner. (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Final) (Rpt) M (V,L) CC

12:00 am

Movie: The Candidate - Defence attorney Jonas Bechmann is a man of the system until the day he is accused of murder. With all the evidence stacked against him, Jonas
goes on the run and becomes a pawn in a very sadistic game which leads him back to the
murder of his own father a year and a half earlier. Directed by Kasper Barfoed and stars
Nikolaj Lie Kaas, Laura Christensen and David Dencik. (From Denmark, in Danish)
(Thriller) (2008) (Rpt) M (L,S,V)

1:50 am

Danger 5 - Allied super-team Danger 5 reunite after years of far-flung obscurity to stop
Hitler’s ultimate quest for world domination in a 1980s excess-soaked universe of neon,
ninjas, discos, dinosaurs, pizza and prom-queens! Join our heroes again as they resume
their mission to kill Hitler and save Christmas in the action-adventure comedy orgasm. (An
SBS Production) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (V, S, D)

2:20 am

Danger 5 - Hitler has infiltrated a high school in the American mid-west in search of a
female senior student. His motives are unknown. Danger 5 are forced to go undercover
and back to school, where Tucker’s teaching skills are pushed to the limit, Pierre’s
coolness is put to the test and Jackson is hunted by a ruby-eyed wolf man with a machine
gun and a grudge. (S.2,Ep.2) (Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy/Action Series) (Rpt)
MA(V,S,N,D)

2:50 am

Coppers - Territorial Support Group - At a time of budget cuts, low morale and soaring
crime, frontline police officers give an insight into what they really think about the job they
do. This episode joins the officers of Nottinghamshire Police’s Territorial Support Group
(TSG) as they fight crime across the county from their van, which doubles as an
office/canteen/home/cell. The TSG officers are specially trained to deal with public order including football violence, demonstrations and anti-social behaviour – as well as warrants
and searches. The officers play a cat and mouse game with the tiny hardcore minority of
football fans determined to engage in violence with rival supporters. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC
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Monday October 19th, 2015
3:45 am

24 Hours In Emergency - We Are Family - New staff nurse Sophie attends to 22-yearold chef James, who accidentally stabbed himself in the leg while chopping tomatoes.
During an eventful shift, she also uses chest compressions to keep alive another patient
and helps 54-year-old Bernard, who was out cold for 10 minutes after falling and banging
his head against a car. However, when his family arrives, it turns out he had been
drinking. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC

4:40 am

Joey - He steals, he sells, he scores. Day in, day out. But today is special...Winner, Best
Short Film, St Kilda Film Festival, 2013. (Short Film) (Drama) MA(L)
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Tuesday October 20th, 2015
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

NHK World English News - English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news.
(News)

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events. (News)

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

2:00 pm

Classical Destinations - St Petersburg - Presented by Simon Callow, this episode visits
the former capital of Russia. St Petersburg was home to the composers Borodin, Glinka,
Mussorgsky, and the naval-officer-turned-musical-painter of the Arabian Nights, RimskyKorsakov. (From Australia) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

2:30 pm

Classical Destinations - Venice, Vivaldi and the Four Seasons - British actor and
music expert Simon Callow visits Venice where Antonio Vivaldi spent his most productive
years in the early 18th century. His team tours the canals, bridges and piazzas for which
Vivaldi created the perfect soundtrack in his Four Seasons. (From Australia)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

3:00 pm

The World From Above - France: Calais To Caen - Fly low over the beaches of
Normandy in France, where the D-day landings took place. (S.3,Ep.13) (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) G CC **New Episode**
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Tuesday October 20th, 2015
3:30 pm

Greeks Of The Sea - Join Greek-Australian adventurer Nikos Andronicos on a modern
day odyssey through the Aegean Sea to meet the world’s most acclaimed mariners, and
to discover the key to their success. Nikos arrives in Athens and meets his mentor,
Captain Makis. Makis teaches him to contextualise Greece’s current economic woes and
encourages him to travel to Kythera and Salamis. There Nikos learns more about the
historic and social basis of Greece’s maritime mastery. He also learns some family history
which reveals why the Greeks have such a profound respect for the sea and their
seamen. (Part 1 of 3) (From Australia & Greece, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

4:30 pm

Wildest Latin America - Venezuela - This series explores Latin America's most iconic
and dramatic locations. This episode takes us to Venezuela, exploring the river Orinoco,
discovering a delta haunted by pumas and festooned with Scarlet Ibis. The river is also
home to South America's largest predator, the Orinoco crocodile. In the swampy realm of
Los Llanos, we find the world's largest rodent and its numerous predators, while the
spectacular flat-top mountain, Mount Roraima, was the inspiration for Arthur Conan
Doyle's book, The Lost World. (From the Netherlands, in English) (Documentary Series)
(Part 3 of 5) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Far Eastern Odyssey - Vietnam And Thailand - Rick Stein’s culinary
journey continues as he travels down the Mekong River to Vietnam. Here, the food is light
and fresh food, prepared using an abundance of herbs, lots of freshwater fish and
flavoursome soups made with thin strips of beef with rice noodles. “It’s slimming food,” he
says with some enthusiasm. In Saigon, Rick visits the old stomping ground of his hero,
author Graham Greene, and in Hanoi he meets up with a former employee who delights in
the varied and delicious street food of Vietnam’s capital city. For the ultimate in al fresco
eating, Rick tries the night food stalls in the heart of Bangkok. (2-part episode) (From the
UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Who Do You Think You Are? - Lisa McCune - Actor Lisa McCune has a successful
career on screen and stage, but the McCune name she’s made famous does not feature
in her biological family tree. As a teenager Lisa learned that the man she knew as her
grandfather was not her dad’s biological father. Her dad, Malcolm, was fostered out as a
very young child and his brothers were placed in an orphanage. Lisa’s Dad knows little
about his biological father beyond a name - George Bloomer. In the new Australian series
of Who Do you Think You Are? Lisa embarks on a quest to find out about the mysterious
George Bloomer. She discovers two: a great grandfather caught up in a gruesome and
sensational Gold Rush murder; and a grandfather struggling with mental illness and the
pressures of war - with tragic consequences for his young family. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

8:30 pm

Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person
stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC
**New Episode**
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Tuesday October 20th, 2015
9:30 pm

Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program
allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in
every global story. (An SBS Production) CC **New Episode**

10:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:35 pm

The Principal - The victim's father entreats Bashir to speak to Bilic about releasing his
son's body for the funeral. And with the newly accessed phone data, the police have got a
new lead. (Part 3 of 4) (Commissioned by SBS) (Drama Series) M(V,L,D) CC **Encore**

11:30 pm

The Principal - Bashir defends his actions to Bilic but when confronted with the CCTV
footage that Kellie found, he's left in no doubt that he's being treated as a serious suspect.
(Part 4 of 4) (Commissioned by SBS) (Drama Series) M(V,L) CC **Encore**

12:30 am

Raymond Blanc -The Very Hungry Frenchman - Franche-Comté - Raymond Blanc is
Britain's most famous French chef, yet he has never cooked professionally in France.
Raymond returns to the country he loves and the French recipes that have inspired him. In
the first episode, Raymond travels to his home region of Franche-Comté in north-east
France to visit the people who encouraged him, including his 89-year-old mother, who
instilled in him a love of cooking from a very early age. He then prepares a feast inspired
by the distinctive produce and cuisine of that region. (From the UK, in English and French)
(Food Series) (Part 1 of 6) (Rpt) G CC
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS)
Tuesday October 20th, 2015
1:35 am

Raymond Blanc -The Very Hungry Frenchman - Burgundy - Raymond Blanc, Britain's
most famous French chef, returns to the country he loves and the French recipes that
have inspired him. In this episode, Raymond goes to Burgundy, an unmissable destination
for fine food and wine lovers, where he picks the best grapes, eats three Michelin star
snails, and is tempted back to the simple life of a rustic farmhouse where he cooks a feast
made up of his versions of Burgundy's favourite dishes. (From the UK, in English and
French) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

2:40 am

Raymond Blanc -The Very Hungry Frenchman - Lyon - Raymond Blanc, Britain's most
famous French chef, returns to the country he loves and the French recipes that have
inspired him. In this episode, Raymond loosens his belt to fill his stomach with the hearty
food of the gastronomic city of Lyon. He visits France's most famous chef, samples
chicken and chocolate made for presidents, and cooks a feast for some of France's most
vociferous food critics. (From the UK, in English and French) (Food Series) (Part 3 of 6)
PG CC

3:45 am

One Born Every Minute: What Happened Next? - One Born Every Minute has
witnessed the births of more than a hundred babies, capturing what it really feels like to
bring new life into the world. This new spin-off series explores the realities of parenthood
and reveals what happened next to some of One Born’s most memorable couples. In this
episode we catch up with Caroline and Chris, who, after years of failed attempts to get
pregnant, finally hit the jackpot with triplets! But their three baby boys were left fighting for
life after they were born 11 weeks premature. Two years on and it’s the ‘terrible twos’
times three when the boys first haircut ends in tears - from Mum, not them! (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

4:45 am

Story Of Him - A performance in an old theatre tells the story of Him, a normal guy with a
daily routine of coffee, brandy and beer. An animated tale about alcoholism. (Animation)
(From Spain, in Spanish) (2011)

4:50 am

Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne Bitesize - Passionate food creator and
writer, Rachel Khoo, uncovers Melbourne and the wider state of Victoria’s culinary
wonders for the world to see. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Short) G CC

Wednesday October 21st, 2015
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

UEFA Champions League – Live coverage of Matchday 3 the UEFA Champions League
2015-2016. (Sport) CC **Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality music.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Tuesday October 20th, 2015
1:35 am

Raymond Blanc -The Very Hungry Frenchman - Burgundy - Raymond Blanc, Britain's
most famous French chef, returns to the country he loves and the French recipes that
have inspired him. In this episode, Raymond goes to Burgundy, an unmissable destination
for fine food and wine lovers, where he picks the best grapes, eats three Michelin star
snails, and is tempted back to the simple life of a rustic farmhouse where he cooks a feast
made up of his versions of Burgundy's favourite dishes. (From the UK, in English and
French) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

2:40 am

Raymond Blanc -The Very Hungry Frenchman - Lyon - Raymond Blanc, Britain's most
famous French chef, returns to the country he loves and the French recipes that have
inspired him. In this episode, Raymond loosens his belt to fill his stomach with the hearty
food of the gastronomic city of Lyon. He visits France's most famous chef, samples
chicken and chocolate made for presidents, and cooks a feast for some of France's most
vociferous food critics. (From the UK, in English and French) (Food Series) (Part 3 of 6)
PG CC

3:45 am

One Born Every Minute: What Happened Next? - One Born Every Minute has
witnessed the births of more than a hundred babies, capturing what it really feels like to
bring new life into the world. This new spin-off series explores the realities of parenthood
and reveals what happened next to some of One Born’s most memorable couples. In this
episode we catch up with Caroline and Chris, who, after years of failed attempts to get
pregnant, finally hit the jackpot with triplets! But their three baby boys were left fighting for
life after they were born 11 weeks premature. Two years on and it’s the ‘terrible twos’
times three when the boys first haircut ends in tears - from Mum, not them! (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

4:45 am

Story Of Him - A performance in an old theatre tells the story of Him, a normal guy with a
daily routine of coffee, brandy and beer. An animated tale about alcoholism. (Animation)
(From Spain, in Spanish) (2011)

4:50 am

Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne Bitesize - Passionate food creator and
writer, Rachel Khoo, uncovers Melbourne and the wider state of Victoria’s culinary
wonders for the world to see. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Short) G CC

Wednesday October 21st, 2015
5:00 am

UEFA Champions League – Live coverage of Matchday 3 the UEFA Champions League
2015-2016. (Sport) CC **Live**

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.
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QUEENSLAND
Tuesday October 20th, 2015
1:35 am

Raymond Blanc -The Very Hungry Frenchman - Burgundy - Raymond Blanc, Britain's
most famous French chef, returns to the country he loves and the French recipes that
have inspired him. In this episode, Raymond goes to Burgundy, an unmissable destination
for fine food and wine lovers, where he picks the best grapes, eats three Michelin star
snails, and is tempted back to the simple life of a rustic farmhouse where he cooks a feast
made up of his versions of Burgundy's favourite dishes. (From the UK, in English and
French) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

2:40 am

Raymond Blanc -The Very Hungry Frenchman - Lyon - Raymond Blanc, Britain's most
famous French chef, returns to the country he loves and the French recipes that have
inspired him. In this episode, Raymond loosens his belt to fill his stomach with the hearty
food of the gastronomic city of Lyon. He visits France's most famous chef, samples
chicken and chocolate made for presidents, and cooks a feast for some of France's most
vociferous food critics. (From the UK, in English and French) (Food Series) (Part 3 of 6)
PG CC

3:45 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia – Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: salt ponds in Whyalla; French
cooking with home grown produce; Australian grown mustard seed oil used in Indian
cuisine; and a Lebanese run cherry farm just south of Sydney. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:15 am

Story Of Him - A performance in an old theatre tells the story of Him, a normal guy with a
daily routine of coffee, brandy and beer. An animated tale about alcoholism. (Animation)
(From Spain, in Spanish) (2011)

4:20 am

Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne Bitesize - Passionate food creator and
writer, Rachel Khoo, uncovers Melbourne and the wider state of Victoria’s culinary
wonders for the world to see. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Short) G CC

Wednesday October 21st, 2015
4:30 am

UEFA Champions League – Live coverage of Matchday 3 the UEFA Champions League
2015-2016. (Sport) CC **Live**

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.
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NORTHERN TERRITORY
Tuesday October 20th, 2015
1:35 am

Raymond Blanc -The Very Hungry Frenchman - Burgundy - Raymond Blanc, Britain's
most famous French chef, returns to the country he loves and the French recipes that
have inspired him. In this episode, Raymond goes to Burgundy, an unmissable destination
for fine food and wine lovers, where he picks the best grapes, eats three Michelin star
snails, and is tempted back to the simple life of a rustic farmhouse where he cooks a feast
made up of his versions of Burgundy's favourite dishes. (From the UK, in English and
French) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

2:40 am

Raymond Blanc -The Very Hungry Frenchman - Lyon - Raymond Blanc, Britain's most
famous French chef, returns to the country he loves and the French recipes that have
inspired him. In this episode, Raymond loosens his belt to fill his stomach with the hearty
food of the gastronomic city of Lyon. He visits France's most famous chef, samples
chicken and chocolate made for presidents, and cooks a feast for some of France's most
vociferous food critics. (From the UK, in English and French) (Food Series) (Part 3 of 6)
PG CC

3:45 am

Story Of Him - A performance in an old theatre tells the story of Him, a normal guy with a
daily routine of coffee, brandy and beer. An animated tale about alcoholism. (Animation)
(From Spain, in Spanish) (2011)

3:50 am

Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne Bitesize - Passionate food creator and
writer, Rachel Khoo, uncovers Melbourne and the wider state of Victoria’s culinary
wonders for the world to see. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Short) G CC

Wednesday October 21st, 2015
4:00 am

UEFA Champions League – Live coverage of Matchday 3 the UEFA Champions League
2015-2016. (Sport) CC **Live**

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Tuesday October 20th, 2015
1:35 am

Duck Quacks Don’t Echo - Duck Quacks Don’t Echo is a comedy entertainment show
about amazing facts and trivia. In this week’s show our host, Lee Mack is Chris Tarrant,
Kimberly Wyatt & Robert Webb, who bring with them an incredible fact each. The point of
the show is simple: Who has the best fact? They all believe that their fact is absolutely
true and they’ll all argue passionately for why it should win. The winner of the show is
ultimately the person who has the best true fact. (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG
CC

2:30 am

UEFA Champions League – Live coverage of Matchday 3 the UEFA Champions League
2015-2016. (Sport) CC **Live**

Wednesday October 21st, 2015
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

NHK World English News - English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news.
(News)

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events. (News)

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.
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Wednesday October 21st, 2015
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

2:00 pm

Contact - Peter Marlow: Margaret Thatcher - This new series focuses on a different
photographer each episode from the iconic agency Magnum, and an iconic sequence of
images shot on a particular assignment. This episode examines a photograph of Margaret
Thatcher, 'The Iron Lady', who governed the UK for 11 years. The photo taken by Peter
Marlow, during the Conservative Party Congress in 1981, will turn out to be the most
representative portrait. (From Italy, in English) (Documentary) (Arts) (Rpt) PG CC

2:30 pm

Photo - Covering all the major movements and trends in the history of photography, this
authoritative series goes behind some of the most famous images of the last 150 years,
analysing and using quirky visual techniques to illustrate the works and show how they
were achieved. (From France, in English) (Masterpiece) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG
CC

3:00 pm

Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program
allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in
every global story. (An SBS Production) CC **Encore**

3:30 pm

Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person
stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC
**Encore**

4:30 pm

The Great British Countryside - Yorkshire - Hugh Dennis and Julia Bradbury venture
across Britain's biggest county, Yorkshire, from the moors and the dales to the coast.
Hugh begins by taking the controls of a glider, and then gets winched down into one of
Britain's largest potholes, past the tallest unbroken waterfall in the country. Meanwhile,
Julia discovers how Yorkshire's rocks have turned Agatha Christie's handbag to stone,
and how they produce mineral water. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 4)
(Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Wednesday October 21st, 2015
6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Far Eastern Odyssey - Vietnam And Thailand - Rick Stein’s culinary
journey continues as he travels down the Mekong River to Vietnam. Here, the food is light
and fresh food, prepared using an abundance of herbs, lots of freshwater fish and
flavoursome soups made with thin strips of beef with rice noodles. (2-part episode) (From
the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Great Continental Railway Journeys - Haifa To The Negev - Following his 1913
Bradshaw's guide, Michael ventures beyond Europe to the Holy Land. His journey begins
in Haifa in modern-day Israel. Struck by the spectacular shrine of the Baha'i and its
beautiful gardens on the slopes of Mount Carmel, Michael learns about the faith. Michael
is shown how to cook a takeaway, middle-eastern style, before heading to Haifa's original
station to find out about its branch line to the famous Hejaz Railway. In Tel Aviv, Michael
marvels at the city's futuristic skyscrapers and railway lines, threaded along the centre of
modern highways. On his way to Jerusalem, Michael hears how the Jaffa to Jerusalem
railway was the first line to be built in the Holy Land. (Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary
Series) PG CC **New Episode**

8:30 pm

Fargo - Waiting For Dutch - The highly anticipated new season of Fargo will see a brand
new all-star cast take audiences back to the tumultuous late 1970s for a fresh mystery
imbued with Fargo’s trademark dark intrigue, zany characters and black humour. The all
new 'true crime' case travels back to 1979 in Sioux Falls, South Dakota and Luverne,
Minnesota. Lou Solverson (Patrick Wilson), a young State Trooper recently back from
Vietnam, investigates a case involving a local crime gang, a major Mob syndicate and a
small town beautician Peggy Blumquist (Kirsten Dunst) and her husband Ed (Jesse
Plemons), the local butcher’s assistant. Helping Lou piece things together is his father-inlaw, Sheriff Hank Larsson (Ted Danson). (S.2,Ep.1) (From Canada) (Drama Series)
MA(V) CC **Series Return/Double Episode**

9:35 pm

Fargo - Before The Law - The highly anticipated new season of Fargo will see a brand
new all-star cast take audiences back to the tumultuous late 1970s for a fresh mystery
imbued with Fargo’s trademark dark intrigue, zany characters and black humour. **Series
Return/Double Episode**

10:40 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:05 pm

Being Mortal - Dateline presents this special about writer and surgeon Atul Gawande,
which examines how doctors care for terminally ill patients. Being Mortal explores the
relationships between doctors and patients nearing the end of life. (From the US)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

12:10 am

Movie: Mother Fish - The story of four refugees fleeing Vietnam in 1980, Mother Fish
goes inside the mind of Kim, one of the survivors. The present melds with the past as
unassuming factory worker Kim relives the harrowing sea journey that she and her sister
undertook in a creaky river boat in search of a better life. Directed by Khoa Do and stars
Kathy Nguyen, Sheena Pham and Hien Nguyen. (From Australia, in Vietnamese) (Drama)
(2010) (Rpt) M (A,L)
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS)
Wednesday October 21st, 2015
1:50 am

Movie: Red Like The Sky - Inspired by the true story of Mirco Mencacci, one of the most
gifted Italian sound editors working today. This touching journey follows a young boy as he
learns to cope with blindness after a gunshot accident that damages his eyesight. Winner
of 15 film awards, including the Audience Award at the 2008 Sydney Film Festival.
Directed by Cristiano Bortone and stars Francesco Campobasso, Luca Capriotti and
Marco Cocci. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2006) (Rpt) PG

3:40 am

Singapore 1942 - End Of Empire - Contrary to popular belief, the war in the Pacific
commenced with Japanese air attacks against Hong Kong, Malaya and Singapore. Ninety
five minutes before America's Pearl Harbor was infamously bombed by Japanese aircraft
on 7 December 1941, Britain's territories in the 'Far East' had already been attacked from
the air. Just two months later, on 15 February 1942, the world was stunned when the
victorious Imperial Japanese Army marched into Singapore. It was Japan's greatest
victory and Britain's worst defeat in World War Two. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 2) (Rpt) M(V) CC

4:40 am

Cross - A teenager from her class running in the woods. It separates the group violently
and leaves in the forest, populated by mysterious labyrinth hostile beings he will try to
sow. More than just a race, Cross is a real voyage of initiation, the story of an inner turmoil
irrevocable. The radicality of the staging and the nervousness of the image accompanying
the intensity of the sensations experienced by the boy and then also demonstrate a
mastery of execution and a keen sense of rhythm. Simple in appearance, the first
Ukrainian film director Maryna Vroda maintains shadows, opens gaps and stands, filigree,
a harsh portrait of Ukrainian society today. (From France and the UK, in Russian) (Short
Film) (Drama) (2011) M(V)

Thursday October 22nd, 2015
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

NHK World English News - English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news.
(News)

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events. (News)

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)

6:45 am

FIFA U-17 World Cup - Australia V Mexico - Live coverage as Australia take on
Morocco in the 2015 FIFA U-17 World Cup. (Football) CC **Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Wednesday October 21st, 2015
1:50 am

Movie: Red Like The Sky - Inspired by the true story of Mirco Mencacci, one of the most
gifted Italian sound editors working today. This touching journey follows a young boy as he
learns to cope with blindness after a gunshot accident that damages his eyesight. Winner
of 15 film awards, including the Audience Award at the 2008 Sydney Film Festival.
Directed by Cristiano Bortone and stars Francesco Campobasso, Luca Capriotti and
Marco Cocci. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2006) (Rpt) PG

3:40 am

Singapore 1942 - End Of Empire - Contrary to popular belief, the war in the Pacific
commenced with Japanese air attacks against Hong Kong, Malaya and Singapore. Ninety
five minutes before America's Pearl Harbor was infamously bombed by Japanese aircraft
on 7 December 1941, Britain's territories in the 'Far East' had already been attacked from
the air. Just two months later, on 15 February 1942, the world was stunned when the
victorious Imperial Japanese Army marched into Singapore. It was Japan's greatest
victory and Britain's worst defeat in World War Two. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 2) (Rpt) M(V) CC

4:40 am

Cross - A teenager from her class running in the woods. It separates the group violently
and leaves in the forest, populated by mysterious labyrinth hostile beings he will try to
sow. More than just a race, Cross is a real voyage of initiation, the story of an inner turmoil
irrevocable. The radicality of the staging and the nervousness of the image accompanying
the intensity of the sensations experienced by the boy and then also demonstrate a
mastery of execution and a keen sense of rhythm. Simple in appearance, the first
Ukrainian film director Maryna Vroda maintains shadows, opens gaps and stands, filigree,
a harsh portrait of Ukrainian society today. (From France and the UK, in Russian) (Short
Film) (Drama) (2011) M(V)

Thursday October 22nd, 2015
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

NHK World English News - English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news.
(News)

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events. (News)

6:15 am

FIFA U-17 World Cup - Australia V Mexico - Live coverage as Australia take on
Morocco in the 2015 FIFA U-17 World Cup. (Football) CC **Live**

8:30 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality music.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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QUEENSLAND
Wednesday October 21st, 2015
1:50 am

Movie: Red Like The Sky - Inspired by the true story of Mirco Mencacci, one of the most
gifted Italian sound editors working today. This touching journey follows a young boy as he
learns to cope with blindness after a gunshot accident that damages his eyesight. Winner
of 15 film awards, including the Audience Award at the 2008 Sydney Film Festival.
Directed by Cristiano Bortone and stars Francesco Campobasso, Luca Capriotti and
Marco Cocci. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2006) (Rpt) PG

3:40 am

Singapore 1942 - End Of Empire - Contrary to popular belief, the war in the Pacific
commenced with Japanese air attacks against Hong Kong, Malaya and Singapore. Ninety
five minutes before America's Pearl Harbor was infamously bombed by Japanese aircraft
on 7 December 1941, Britain's territories in the 'Far East' had already been attacked from
the air. Just two months later, on 15 February 1942, the world was stunned when the
victorious Imperial Japanese Army marched into Singapore. It was Japan's greatest
victory and Britain's worst defeat in World War Two. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 2) (Rpt) M(V) CC

4:40 am

Cross - A teenager from her class running in the woods. It separates the group violently
and leaves in the forest, populated by mysterious labyrinth hostile beings he will try to
sow. More than just a race, Cross is a real voyage of initiation, the story of an inner turmoil
irrevocable. The radicality of the staging and the nervousness of the image accompanying
the intensity of the sensations experienced by the boy and then also demonstrate a
mastery of execution and a keen sense of rhythm. Simple in appearance, the first
Ukrainian film director Maryna Vroda maintains shadows, opens gaps and stands, filigree,
a harsh portrait of Ukrainian society today. (From France and the UK, in Russian) (Short
Film) (Drama) (2011) M(V)

Thursday October 22nd, 2015
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

NHK World English News - English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news.
(News)

5:45 am

FIFA U-17 World Cup - Australia V Mexico - Live coverage as Australia take on
Morocco in the 2015 FIFA U-17 World Cup. (Football) CC **Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality music.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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NORTHERN TERRITORY
Wednesday October 21st, 2015
1:50 am

Movie: Red Like The Sky - Inspired by the true story of Mirco Mencacci, one of the most
gifted Italian sound editors working today. This touching journey follows a young boy as he
learns to cope with blindness after a gunshot accident that damages his eyesight. Winner
of 15 film awards, including the Audience Award at the 2008 Sydney Film Festival.
Directed by Cristiano Bortone and stars Francesco Campobasso, Luca Capriotti and
Marco Cocci. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2006) (Rpt) PG

3:40 am

Singapore 1942 - End Of Empire - Contrary to popular belief, the war in the Pacific
commenced with Japanese air attacks against Hong Kong, Malaya and Singapore. Ninety
five minutes before America's Pearl Harbor was infamously bombed by Japanese aircraft
on 7 December 1941, Britain's territories in the 'Far East' had already been attacked from
the air. Just two months later, on 15 February 1942, the world was stunned when the
victorious Imperial Japanese Army marched into Singapore. It was Japan's greatest
victory and Britain's worst defeat in World War Two. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 2) (Rpt) M(V) CC

4:40 am

Cross - A teenager from her class running in the woods. It separates the group violently
and leaves in the forest, populated by mysterious labyrinth hostile beings he will try to
sow. More than just a race, Cross is a real voyage of initiation, the story of an inner turmoil
irrevocable. The radicality of the staging and the nervousness of the image accompanying
the intensity of the sensations experienced by the boy and then also demonstrate a
mastery of execution and a keen sense of rhythm. Simple in appearance, the first
Ukrainian film director Maryna Vroda maintains shadows, opens gaps and stands, filigree,
a harsh portrait of Ukrainian society today. (From France and the UK, in Russian) (Short
Film) (Drama) (2011) M(V)

Thursday October 22nd, 2015
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:15 am

FIFA U-17 World Cup - Australia V Mexico - Live coverage as Australia take on
Morocco in the 2015 FIFA U-17 World Cup. (Football) CC **Live**

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Wednesday October 21st, 2015
1:50 am

Duck Quacks Don’t Echo - Davina McCall, Paddy McGuiness & Stephen Mangan Duck Quacks Don’t Echo is a comedy entertainment show about amazing facts and trivia.
In this week’s show our host, Lee Mack is joined by Davina McCall, Paddy McGuinness
and Stephen Mangan, who bring with them an incredible fact each. The point of the show
is simple: Who has the best fact? They all believe that their fact is absolutely true and
they’ll all argue passionately for why it should win. The winner of the show is ultimately the
person who has the best true fact. (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC

2:40 am

Singapore 1942 - End Of Empire - Contrary to popular belief, the war in the Pacific
commenced with Japanese air attacks against Hong Kong, Malaya and Singapore. Ninety
five minutes before America's Pearl Harbor was infamously bombed by Japanese aircraft
on 7 December 1941, Britain's territories in the 'Far East' had already been attacked from
the air. Just two months later, on 15 February 1942, the world was stunned when the
victorious Imperial Japanese Army marched into Singapore. It was Japan's greatest
victory and Britain's worst defeat in World War Two. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 2) (Rpt) M(V) CC

3:45 am

FIFA U-17 World Cup - Australia V Mexico - Live coverage as Australia take on
Morocco in the 2015 FIFA U-17 World Cup. (Football) CC **Live**

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events. (News)

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

2:00 pm

A Season At The Juilliard School NY - Artist In The City - Being confronted with a
different discipline to one's own, in order to better nurture one's own art, is an integral part
of the curriculum at Juilliard, irrespective of whether a student is a dancer, musician or
actor. In this episode, Mariella, a violinist, takes tap-dancing lessons and philosophy
lessons. Raymond, a dancer, is taking drama lessons. Ryan, Lars and their drama
classmates are working on singing and a musical comedy, a key discipline of actor
training in the US. Meanwhile, we follow the students rehearsing and performing their
cabaret show. (From France, in English and French) (Documentary) (Arts) (Rpt) PG CC

2:30 pm

Bafta: A Life In Pictures - Ron Howard - A Life in Pictures is a series of intimate
interviews with Hollywood's biggest stars and filmmakers. Ron Howard, acclaimed director
behind 'Apollo 13' and 'A Beautiful Mind', shares memories of his almost 50 year career in
film. (S.2,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G CC **New Episode**

3:00 pm

Living Black - Living Black presents a special report on Murri boy, Quaden Bayles, who
suffers from a condition that affects 1 in every 25,000 people - Achondroplasia, a type of
dwarfism. When Quaden was three days old, his mother Yarraka and the family were
packing up their hospital room to go home. Doctors told her about his condition but she
refused to believe it. It took years before she came to terms with the news. Now, at four
year’s old, Quaden is only 65cm. During a routine check-up in early April, an MRI scan
revealed his case had deteriorated and doctors decided to keep him in hospital. With rare
access, Living Black travelled to Queensland to speak to his family and doctor’s as they
prepared for Quaden’s emergency surgery. (An NITV/SBS Production) (Rpt) CC

3:30 pm

The Dark Ages: An Age Of Light - The Wonder of Islam - Waldemar Januszczak
continues to demonstrate that the Dark Ages were a time of great artistic achievement,
with new ideas and religions provoking new artistic adventures. This episode, Waldemar
explores the emergence of Islam within the Dark Ages. After surfacing in the near East the
religion spread across North Africa and into Europe, and brought its unique artistic style
with it. He examines the early artistic explorations of the first Muslims, the development of
the mosque, and their scientific achievements. (Part 3 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary)
(Rpt) G CC

4:35 pm

The Sixties - Sex, Drugs And Rock 'n' Roll - American culture changed fundamentally
from the beginning to the end of the 1960s as the tastes, morals, and politics of the Baby
Boomer generation came to define America. Jann Wenner, Grace Slick, David Wild,
Leonard Steinhorn, Tom Wolfe, Douglas Brinkley, Tom Hanks, and more describe how
beatniks, Haight-Ashbury, Andy Warhol, Timothy Leary, hippies, and Hell’s Angels
became counter-cultural touchstones that still resonate today. (Final) (From the US)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(S,D,A) CC
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5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Far Eastern Odyssey - Thailand and Malaysia - Rick takes a train to
Phuket to learn the art of hot and sour tom yum goong. Rick continues his odyssey in
Thailand, where he meets up with one of his heroes, David Thompson, a man who has
devoted his professional life to understanding Thai cuisine. Later, Rick takes a train South
to Phuket to learn the art of creating a hot and sour tom yum goong, the culinary icon of
Thailand. Finally, he visits Melaka, once the heart of the spice trade, to enjoy the delights
of Nyonya cuisine. (2-part episode) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Destination Flavour - Japan - After simmering in one of the Tohoku region's famous hot
springs, Adam Liaw attempts a world gluttony record: devouring 500 bowls of Soba
noodles. Adam finds his sea legs with the fishing family who caught Japan's 'million dollar
tuna', and then meets a man who lost his soy sauce factory in the 2011 tsunami but
managed to save the lives of his workers. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G
CC

8:00 pm

Shane Delia's Moorish Spice Journey - Desert Oasis - For centuries, roaming
caravans have crossed the Saharan desert en-route to Morocco, bringing with them the
exotic spices and trade goods that infuse the cuisine of Northern Africa. Shane Delia
spends an evening under the stars at a desert camp, immersing himself in the tastes and
techniques of Amazigh cookery. (Ep.2) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) G CC
**New Episode**

8:30 pm

Italy Unpacked - In The Footsteps Of The Poets - Andrew Graham-Dixon and Giorgio
Locatelli are back for an all-new 3-part series as they make their way along the west
coast of Italy. The art critic and Italian chef pack their bags once again to explore the
history, culture, food, art and landscape of the diverse regions they visit. Andrew and
Giorgio start their journey in Liguria and the twosome's first stop is Genoa, once a great
maritime republic that still displays its wealth in opulent Baroque palaces with their
glamorous decor and splendid paintings by Van Dyke and Strozzi. Giorgio makes the
simple dish that the city is famous for: a classic pesto Genovese. Then it's on to the
Cinque Terre, a scattering of villages by the sea that are accessible almost solely by boat.
(S.2,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Food Series) (class tba) CC **Series Return**

9:35 pm

Masters Of Sex - Party Of Four - Masters, Johnson, Logan and his wife gather in New
York for a painful dinner in which agendas collide, truths are exposed and no relationship
emerges in the state it entered. At home, Libby is faced with a startling accusation that
threatens her family’s foundation. (S.3,Ep.11) (From the US) (Drama Series) (class tba)
**New Episode**

10:40 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC
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11:05 pm

Adam Looking For Eve - An original and experimental approach to the dating arena, this
program explores how adventurous singles on a quest for true love interact when they
bare all. With no clothes or makeup to hide behind, and with all barriers removed, it is
literally the naked truth. (From the Netherlands, in Dutch) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt)
MA(N)

11:55 pm

The Legacy - Frederik tries to strike a deal with Signe, Lise attempts to reconnect with
her daughter, Gro confesses her feelings for a married man and Emil grows desperate for
cash. (S.1,Ep.4) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,A,L)

1:00 am

The Legacy - From the creators of ‘Borgen’ and ‘The Killing’, this exciting new series
traces the story of four adult children, and the secrets and lies that turn their lives upside
down when their wealthy mother - a progressive artist - dies. This episode, the family hold
a meeting to discuss the future of Gronnegaard. But Frederik confronts Gro after
suspecting her of forging Veronika's signature on the foundation documents. (S.1,Ep.5)
(From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,A,L) CC

2:05 am

The Legacy - Signe prepares for a possible trial against her siblings, but she's missing a
key piece of evidence. (S.1,Ep.6) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,L)

3:05 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: prawn fishermen on the
Clarence River; Ukrainian Easter egg decorating; Turkish ice cream; and health and
nutrition on an Aboriginal community. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

3:35 am

The Story Of Film - (1953-1957) The Swollen Story - This 15-part series covers the film
landscape from silent cinema to the modern day digital era. Sound comes to the cinema
and sends the medium into a spin, as old stars fade and the new ones burn even brighter.
Glamour reigns supreme, genre cinema is born and masterpieces of the medium emerge
across the globe, as the devastation of war brings startling and daring approaches to
cinema. The story of film becomes truly global. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt)
M (N,V)

4:50 am

Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne Bitesize - Passionate food creator and
writer, Rachel Khoo, uncovers Melbourne and the wider state of Victoria’s culinary
wonders for the world to see. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Short) G CC
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5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

NHK World English News - English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news.
(News)

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events. (News)

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

2:00 pm

Dire Straits: Alchemy Live - In this stunning live 1983 concert filmed in London, British
rock band Dire Straits perform their best-known and fan-favourite songs from their first
four albums, featuring reworked and improvised arrangements. (From France, in English)
(Music) (1984) PG CC

3:00 pm

NITV News Week In Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of
contemporary life within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening
and redefining the news and current affairs landscape. (News)

3:30 pm

Salvage Hunters - Meet modern-day treasure hunter Drew Pritchard. With demanding
customers, high turnover, and one of the biggest decorative salvage yards in the UK,
Drew is constantly on the road, crisscrossing the country in search of derelict gems and
forgotten remnants. Drew loves the thrill of the hunt and while he gets his hands dirty in
the country’s architectural backwaters, his crack team of restorers is back at the shop
giving old and rare finds a new lease on life. (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G
CC
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4:30 pm

Secrets Of The Irish Landscape - Derek discovers how humans and particularly
Ireland's first farmers around 6,000 years ago, completely altered the Irish landscape.
New scientific research now shows how the population of Ireland was almost wiped out by
dramatic weather events around 4,000 years ago. (Part 2 of 3) (From Ireland)
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Far Eastern Odyssey - Malaysia and Sri Lanka - Rick is spoilt for choice
as he explores the multi-faceted food of Penang, an appealing mix of indigenous Malay,
Indian and Chinese with a bit of British charm thrown in for good measure. He meets up
with vibrant food writer, Fay Khoo, to discover the exceptional popularity of fish head curry
in the region. Across the Indian Ocean, in Sri Lanka, Rick continues his passion for
seafood by visiting a bustling fishing village North of Colombo and takes part in a most
unusual fishing expedition further South in Galle. (2-part episode) (From the UK) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Shane Delia's Moorish Spice Journey - Some of your favourite moments so far from
Shane Delia's Moorish Spice Journey through Morocco and Spain.

7:35 pm

The Classic Car Show - Series celebrating classic cars presented by Quentin Willson
and Jodie Kidd. Quentin adds the Mercedes SL to his list of all-time greats, before Bruno
Senna gets behind the wheel of a 1955 model. Jodie joins Quentin for a trip on America's
Pacific Coast Highway in a 1968 Buick Le Sabre and comedian Jennifer Saunders takes a
pint-sized Fiat 500 for a pootle. (S.1,Ep.9) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G CC
**New Episode**

8:30 pm

Movie: Killing Them Softly - When rival crook Johnny Amato hatches a plan to rob a
card game run by mob lackey Markie, he picks a low-rent thug named Frankie to do the
job. Frankie picks a less-than-ideal partner to help him, but despite their combined
incompetence, they manage to make off with the mob's money. In retaliation, Markie's
bosses hire Jackie Cogan (Brad Pitt), a mob enforcer, to eradicate those responsible.
Starring Brad Pitt, Vincent Curatola, Ray Liotta and Scoot McNairy. (From the US) (Movie)
(Thriller) (2012) MA(D,V,L) **Premiere**

10:15 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:50 pm

Movie: Vampyros Lesbos - Count Dracula's descendant, Nadine Countess Korody,
entices young women to her isolated island, then seduces and kills them in order to
remain young. A lawyer, Linda Westinghouse, becomes fascinated with Nadine, when
visiting her about an inheritance from the Dracula family. Linda becomes her newest
victim, giving her blood to Nadine, but now she must try and save herself from joining the
vampire world forever. (From Germany, in German) (Movie) (Horror) (1970) (Rpt) MA(N,S)
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12:25 am

Movie: Sin Nombre - In this epic dramatic thriller, a Honduran teenager reunites with her
long-estranged father and attempts to emigrate to America with him in order to start a new
life. Nominated for the Grand Jury Prize and winner of the Directing Award at the 2009
Sundance Film Festival. Directed by Cary Fukunaga and stars Paulina Gaitan, Edgar
Flores and Kristyan Ferrer. (From Mexico, in Spanish) (Thriller) (2009) (Rpt) MAV(V)

2:10 am

Movie: Monsters - After NASA discovered the possibility of alien life in our solar system,
a probe is sent out to collect samples but crash lands on re-entry over Mexico. Soon after,
new life forms begin to appear in Mexico and half the country is quarantined as an
infected zone. Essentially, Monsters is a kind, touching and romantic film about two
people that bond under extraordinary circumstance. Stars Scoot McNairy, Whitney Able
and Annalee Jefferies. (From the UK, in English and Spanish) (Sci-Fi) (2010) (Rpt) M CC

3:50 am

Sandy: Anatomy Of A Superstorm - A dramatic minute-by-minute account of the
massive storm that brought New York State to its knees in late October 2012. Using
satellite imagery, CGI mapping and the powerful personal testimony of those who lived
through it, this is a forensic analysis of the meteorological, engineering and human
devastation wreaked by Hurricane Sandy. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

4:50 am

Sticky Ends: Part 2 - Jinx is a man with a fish head. Misfortune bubbles escape from his
mouth. When one of them follows somebody, he becomes dogged by bad luck. (From
France) (Short Film) (Animation) (2011) PG(A)
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5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central
Television (CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

5:30 am

NHK World English News - English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news.
(News)

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events. (News)

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

2:00 pm

Tales From The Bush Larder - This series takes viewers on a tour of Kenya and her
more unusual and unknown gastronomic delights. Hosted by Kiran Jethwa, a Kenyan born
and internationally trained chef, has returned from a global gastronomic education to settle
in the country he loves, Kenya. In this series, Kiran travels the length and breadth of
Kenya to source rare and highly prized ingredients, primarily in the "bush larder", meeting
diverse people from many different tribal backgrounds and exploring landscapes ranging
from the highlands of Mount Kenya to the Lamu archipelago. (From the Netherlands, in
English & Swahili) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

2:30 pm

Italy Unpacked - Looking To The Future - The second leg of Andrew Graham-Dixon
and Giorgio Locatelli's journey takes Giorgio home to Lombardy, a region brimming with
engineering innovations. The first stop is Corgeno, Giorgio's hometown, where Andrew is
the guest at a typical Sunday lunch at the Locatelli's home. The next stop is Milan to
explore its temples dedicated to the Gods of religion, art and capitalism. More amazing art
is waiting for them outside Milan, in the gem that is Mantua, a town full of mesmerizing
buildings. Next they explore Cremona, hometown to the one of the most famous luthiers in
the world: Antonio Stradivari. Antonio provides Giorgio and Andrew the privilege to be the
spectators at an exclusive concert. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Travel) (Rpt) PG CC
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3:35 pm

Monster Moves - A historical mansion block in Des Moines, Iowa needs to be moved
within 30 days in order to escape demolition, and an antique aircraft from the golden age
of aviation requires a 54 km transport on a Canadian highway. (From the UK)
(Documentary series) (Rpt) PG CC WS

4:30 pm

Alexander's Lost World - Mother of all Cities - In the time of the ancient Greeks, the
land of Bactria was one of the richest kingdoms in the Persian empire. For Alexander the
Great, taking control of the mighty Bactrian capital was of major strategic importance in
the fight against his Persian enemy. David Adams explores ruins in northern Afghanistan
in search of the fabled metropolis once known as the 'Mother of all Cities'. (Part 2 of 6)
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Hundred Years War - Agents Of God - Dr Janina Ramirez explores the longest and
bloodiest divorce in history - England v France. In this episode England, wracked by
plague and revolt loses the upper hand. Until Henry V; determined to prove his right to be
King turns the tide at the battle of Agincourt. (S.1,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Documentary
Series) PG CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Wild Germany - Coasts - This new four-part series marvels at the wonders of Germany’s
beautiful landscapes and wildlife, exploring its huge mountains, picturesque rivers,
magical forests and dreamlike coastlines, plus the furry creatures who inhibit these
breathtaking environments. This episode takes a bird’s eye view of Germany’s coasts, the
North and Baltic, coastlines and islands in astonishing, brilliant pictures. (Part 1 of 4)
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC **New Series Premiere**

8:30 pm

Movie: The Last King Of Scotland - While in Uganda on a medical mission, Scottish
doctor Nicholas Garrigan becomes the personal physician and close confidante of dictator
Idi Amin. Although at first Dr. Garrigan feels flattered by his new position of power, he
soon comes to realize that Amin's rule is soaked in blood, and that he is complicit in the
atrocities. Garrigan faces the fight of his life as he tries to escape Amin's grasp. Starring
James McAvoy and Forest Whitaker. (From the UK) (Movie) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt)
MA(A,V) CC

10:45 pm

Movie: The Angels' Share - The story of a young Glaswegian father who narrowly avoids
a prison sentence. He is determined to turn over a new leaf and when he and his friends
visit a whisky distillery, a route to a new life becomes apparent. This comedy directed by
legendary British filmmaker Ken Loach won the Jury Prize at the Cannes Film Festival
2012. (From the UK) (Movie) (Comedy) (2012) MA(V,L) CC **Premiere**

12:35 am

Borgen - Decency in the Middle - From the producers of the internationally acclaimed
Danish political drama, The Killing, this series follows the intricate and complicated lives of
the politicians, media spinners and reporters who feed off their triumphs and failures in
‘Borgen’ (the Castle) - the nickname for Denmark's parliamentary building. In the first
episode of the series, Denmark is preparing for parliamentary elections and Birgitte
Nyborg, facing her first election as party leader, decides at the last minute to head in her
own direction. (S.1.Ep.1) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (S,L,A)
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1:40 am

Borgen - Count to 90 - Birgitte Nyborg is undeniably the winner of the election, doubling
her party's seats in parliament. Focus now turns to the negotiation of alliances and the
forming of a new coalition government. Turbulence and surprises ensue, and Birgitte's
election win begins to look more like a loss. Katrine is going through hell, but continues
her dedication to her work. And in addition to losing his job, Kasper is losing his grip. Stars
Sidse Babett Knudsen, Johan Philip Asbæk and Birgitte Hjort Sørensen. (S.1,Ep.2) (From
Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)

2:45 am

Borgen - The Art of the Possible - After only a few short months as prime minister,
Birgitte Nyborg has negotiated her first finance bill into place. But before the final
ratification, several members of parliament withdraw their support. Ousted politician
Michael Laugesen is in a new position as a newspaper editor and is out to get Nyborg.
And while Kasper finds a new job, Katrine is still extremely vulnerable as she experiences
yet another shock. Stars Sidse Babett Knudsen, Johan Philip Asbæk and Birgitte Hjort
Sørensen. (S.1,Ep.3) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (A,S)

3:55 am

Living The End - A powerful and moving documentary that follows the very personal
journeys of three chronically ill people as they travel towards death. For 50 year old Mark,
79 year old Robert, and Katie who is just 25 years old, death is about to happen sooner
rather than later. They share their stories and feelings, and for them the life-affirming
discovery that death is not a light that goes out, but a light that turns on. (Commissioned
by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) M (L) CC

